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We address the challenge of link estimation and routing over highly dynamic links, thats is, bursty links that rapidly shift between
reliable and unreliable periods of transmissions. Based on significant empirical evidence of over 100,000 transmissions over
each link in 802.15.4 and 802.11 testbeds, we propose two metrics, expected future transmissions (EFT) and MAC3 , for runtime
estimation of bursty wireless links. We introduce a bursty link estimator (BLE) that based on these two metrics, accurately estimates
bursty links in the network rendering them available for data transmissions. Finally, we present bursty routing extensions (BRE):
an adaptive routing strategy that uses BLE for forwarding packets over bursty links if they oﬀer better routing progress than longterm stable links. Our evaluation, comprising experimental data from widely used IEEE 802.15.4-based testbeds, reveals an average
of 19% and a maximum of 42% reduction in the number of transmissions when routing over long-range bursty links typically
ignored by routing protocols. Additionally, we show that both BLE and BRE are not tied to any specific routing protocol and
integrate seamlessly with existing routing protocols and link estimators.

1. Introduction
Instability of links and connectivity in low-power sensornets
have so far been regarded as a diﬃcult problem that existing
routing algorithms try their utmost to avoid. Therefore, since
the emergence of sensornets, research has mainly focused on
link estimation and routing techniques [1–4] which identify
and utilize consistently high-quality links for packet forwarding. Links of intermediate quality (we use the term intermediate quality to represent wireless links with a PRR between
10% and 90%) are ignored to ensure routing stability and to
attain high end-to-end reliability. Protocol studies [5–8] have
shown that these intermediate quality links are bursty, that is,
they frequently switch between stable and unstable periods
of transmission for a limited number of consecutive packets.
In this paper, we argue that: (1) bursty links (we define an
intermediate wireless link with a PRR between 10% and 90%
as a bursty link if packet delivery on this link is correlated.
This means that shifts between phases of reliable and poor
packet delivery occur at short-time scales, but future packet
delivery is correlated to the very recent success rate. Reliable

links, that is, with a PRR >90%, can also be bursty but such
links are not in the focus of this paper) can be used for packet
forwarding during their stable periods without aﬀecting the
reliability and stability of existing routing protocols, (2) these
links often achieve significantly better routing progress and
routing throughput than the long-term stable links chosen
by existing routing protocols. For example, Figure 1(a)
shows that the probability of finding an intermediate link
is higher than the probability of finding a high-quality link
particularly at longer distances.
Despite establishing a very strong knowledge base regarding the causes of link burstiness over the past few years,
we still lack metrics that define the quality and usability of
bursty links. Similarly, we need a link estimator that can
assess link usability online (i.e., during runtime) to enable
the inclusion of these links in the routing process. However,
the requirements and challenges of estimating intermediate
links are substantially diﬀerent from conventional link
estimation. For example, Figure 1(b) shows that this class
of links is subject to large and frequent temporal variations.
Their dynamic connectivity poses a special challenge to any
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Figure 1: Low-power radio links in sensornets exhibit inevitable fluctuations in their quality.

link estimator. Therefore, long-term packet reception rates,
otherwise the key link quality metric, of intermediate links
do not suﬃce as a metric. Rather, (1) we are interested
in whether or not packet delivery on an intermediate link
is correlated to the recent delivery history, that is, if the
link is bursty or not. (2) We want to know how long a
bursty link remains reliable for transmission, that is, what
is the length of successful transmission bursts. (3) We need
to pinpoint exactly when a bursty link has a reliable or
unreliable transmission period. None of these three pieces
of information, which we consider keys to profitably using
intermediate links for routing, are provided by existing
link estimators. The definition of appropriate metrics, the
design of a link estimator based on these metrics, and the
development of an appropriate algorithm for routing over
bursty links are our main contribution and departure from
the existing work.
Because we are interested in online assessment of links,
our definition of link burstiness is much lenient than how
it is typically defined in the literature. For example, β [7]
is a metric that primarily focuses on accurately measuring
the burstiness of links based on their resemblance to an
ideal bursty or independent link. However, as an input for
its calculations, β requires traces of 100,000 packets over
a link to achieve its desired level of accuracy in defining
link burstiness. While this level of input size is neither
desirable nor possible during runtime, we believe that such
a strong metric is not necessary for the goals envisioned in
this paper. We are only interested in predicting the fate of
future transmissions over a link using minimal transmission
history regardless if that link strongly resembles an ideal
bursty link or not. For this purpose, based on significant
empirical evidence of over 100,000 transmissions over each
link in 802.15.4 and 802.11 testbeds, we propose two such
metrics: expected future transmissions (EFT) and MAC3 , for

runtime estimation of bursty wireless links. We define these
metrics in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.3, respectively.
Overall, this paper (this paper is an extended version of
ACM Sensys 2009 paper “Bursty Traﬃc over Bursty Links”)
makes four key contributions.
Estimating Link Burstiness. We introduce MAC3 as a lightweight metric to estimate the burstiness of links based on
the recent delivery traces during runtime. MAC3 extends the
established conditional packet delivery function (CPDF) [9]
by calculating a moving average over a sliding windows of
CPDFs (Moving Average CPDF).
Estimating Burst Lengths. We define expected future transmissions (EFT) as a metric to estimate the duration for which a
bursty link remains reliable for transmission. We also show
that EFT is strongly correlated to MAC3 .
Bursty Link Estimator. Based on these two metrics, we introduce a bursty link estimator, derive requisite parameters for
its usage and evaluate its eﬃcacy in estimating intermediate
links. Our results indicate that BLE identifies bursty links in
the network with high accuracy, hence paving the way for
such links to be included into the routing infrastructure.
Bursty Routing Extensions. To eﬀectively utilize BLE, we
present an adaptive routing algorithm that dynamically
selects bursty links during the course of transmission. Our
evaluation on widely used 802.15.14 testbeds indicates that
BRE achieves an average of 19% and a maximum of 42%
reduction in the number of transmissions when compared
to a traditional collection protocol. Moreover, we show that
both BLE and BRE are not tied to any specific routing
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protocol and integrate seamlessly with existing routing
protocols and link estimators.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 introduces metrics
and presents the complete design and evaluation of BLE. The
design of BRE and the associated challenges is discussed in
Section 4. We present our evaluation results in Section 3.4.
Section 6 concludes our discussion and outlines future work.

2. Related Work
Capturing and utilizing link dynamics at diﬀerent time scales
and characterizing link burstiness have been the focus of
many recent studies. We can divide prominent related eﬀorts
into three main categories.
2.1. Long-Term Link Estimation. Long-term link estimation
is the traditional link estimation mechanism employed by
the majority of current multihop wireless routing protocols
[4, 10]. It is based on window mean exponential weighted
moving averages (WMEWMA) of link PRRs or ETX [11].
Although WMEWMA is highly accurate and has a small
settling time for good and bad links, that is, close to 0% and
100% PRR, it does not perform well for links of intermediate
quality [3], as also indicated by our results in Section 3.3.1.
Hence, this approach has two major pitfalls: First, it prohibits
the use of neighbors with intermittent connectivity that
might reach farther into the network. Second, in a sparse
network with a low density of nodes, a node might have no
high-quality neighbor in its communication range, requiring
a mechanism to deal with unstable connectivity.
2.2. Link Burstiness. Srinivasan et al. [7] present a comprehensive study to quantify the extent and characteristics of
bursty links. They define a factor β, which measures the
burstiness of a wireless link. β is calculated by using conditional packet delivery functions (CPDFs), which determine
the probability that the next packet will be received after
n consecutive successes or failures. β is used to identify
bursty links with long bursts of successes or failures and
statistically independent links, with ideal bursty (β = 1)
and independent (β = 0) links marking the two ends of
spectrum. β is a very useful and elegant metric to measure
link burstiness based on the existing traces rather than online
assessment of a link.
Our evaluation in Section 3.2.3 also reveals that calculating β over short history sizes, a fundamental requirement
of online assessment, results in fluctuating and error-prone
results. Moreover, we present an entirely diﬀerent concept
of utilizing long-range intermediate links that are currently
ignored by routing protocols.
2.3. Opportunistic Routing. Opportunistic routing [12]
in 802.11-based wireless networks reports a throughput
increase of 35% by utilizing long-range wireless links. It uses
the broadcast primitive and an agreement protocol among
the intermediate nodes that receive a batch of packets for
prioritizing the intermediate node closest to the destination
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for forwarding packets. However, it has a relatively high
overhead with regard to computational cost, storage, and
communication which is not feasible in resource-constrained
sensornets. Opportunistic routing operates on a batch of
packets and strives to reach a delivery threshold of 90%
before turning back to traditional routing for delivering
the remaining 10% packets. We share the same spirit as
opportunistic routing but diﬀer significantly in detail. Our
primary goal is to reduce the number of transmissions in
the network. We apply unicast forwarding and hence the
next forwarder of the packet is predetermined. Similarly,
our approach rapidly falls back to traditional routing to
avoid overshooting links with high-loss rates. Our aim is to
utilize long-range bursty links to increase routing progress
and throughput without introducing significant overhead in
terms of computation, storage, and communication.
Overall, the metrics and algorithms presented in this
paper are designed according to lessons learned from
experimental studies on bursty wireless links, such as [5,
7]. However, our work does not aim at modeling and
developing the analytical or experimental understanding of
wireless links. Instead, we take a step further and use these
experimental models for packet forwarding over bursty links,
and hence, enabling better utilization of wireless links.

3. Link Estimation
Our major design goal is to reduce the number of transmissions in the network and increase routing throughput by
utilizing long-range bursty links for packet forwarding. To
achieve this goal, we need to provide relevant support at both
link estimation and routing level. This section addresses the
link estimation, while the corresponding routing extensions
are discussed in Section 4.
3.1. Problem Analysis. To provide a clear motivation for our
work as well as a separation from the previously mentioned
related work, we now define the problem space and the
requirements for a solution. First, we introduce the prevalent
network scenario to illustrate use cases and benefits of our
solution. Second, we detail the motivation for employing a
bursty link estimator (BLE) in networks where established
link estimation mechanisms are firmly in place. Based on
this, we highlight the key requirements of a link estimator
for incorporating bursty links in the routing process.
3.1.1. Network Scenario. Sensornets and meshnets provide
flexible and robust ways of establishing network structures
without the need for exhaustive infrastructure. Routing
structures in these networks are self-established and maintained and depend on the presence of wireless links between
nodes in the network. A resource-eﬃcient utilization of
these structures greatly increases throughput and network
lifetime and reduces transmission latencies and failures. Our
work targets sensornets and meshnets due to their equivalent
routing mechanisms. However, our implementation and
evaluation in this paper are focused on sensornets, a
notoriously diﬃcult class of multihop wireless networks.
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3.1.2. The Need to Utilize Bursty Links. With regard to the
characterization of links in [7], link estimation mechanisms
typically utilize only good to perfect links with a PRR ≥90%.
However, most links in wireless networks exhibit worse PRRs
and are thus excluded from routing decisions. This results in
(i) a stable and clear-cut routing topology, (ii) a very narrow
set of routes in the network, and (iii) heavy utilization of
these selected links. As the majority of links is not made
available for routing, conservative routing schemes cannot
benefit from the multitude of routes in the network which
may oﬀer better routing progress than conservatively chosen
routes. In addition, unused links may relieve main links and
thus improve the overall network performance.
3.1.3. Requirements of a Bursty Link Estimator. The design
of a link estimator that reliably reflects the state of a given
link has to fulfill multiple requirements. First, appropriate
metrics need to be derived as key building blocks of the
estimator. With regard to intermediate links, these metrics
shall be able to (i) estimate the burstiness of a link and
(ii) shed light on how long are the usual transmission
bursts on an intermediate link. Moreover, such metrics
must timely estimate the current link quality based on a
very short transmission history in order to adapt to the
rapidly changing conditions of bursty links. Additionally, the
predicted link quality must accurately and reliably reflect the
actual link quality, that is, the estimation error needs to be
small and stable. Second, building upon such metrics, a link
estimator must eﬃciently utilize the given information to
select beneficial links for routing. This requires appropriate
neighbor table management policies that select those links
for routing, among all available links, which allow for the best
routing progress.
3.2. Deriving Metrics for Bursty Links. Based on the properties specified in the previous section, this section defines
and evaluates two metrics, MAC3 and EFT that (i) identify
bursty links in the network and (ii) estimate the length of
successful transmission bursts. These metrics subsequently
lay the foundation for BLE. In the following, we first provide
detailed information on the particular data set used in the
remainder of this study.
3.2.1. Data Set. The evaluation results presented in this
section are based on the SING mesh data-set [13] compiled
at Stanford University and used in many recent state-ofthe-art studies [7, 14, 15] on wireless link dynamics. It
is a comprehensive data set collected from multiple IEEE
802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4 testbeds (Motelab, Mirage, and
SWAN testbeds. Please visit http://sing.stanford.edu/srikank/
datasets.html and the websites of each testbed for further
information) including both packet and byte level radios
such as the cc2420 and cc1000. Specifically, the data comprises traces of transmissions on channel 26 at a transmission
power level of 15 dBm. Each node broadcasts a burst of
100,000 packets with a packet inter arrival time of 10 ms.
Out of all available links, we only include intermediate links
in our evaluation and comparison. This is because good
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links would measure highly in our metrics and would thus
improve our results. However, these links are not the focus of
our work.
3.2.2. Case Study: Predicting Transmission Success from a Short
History. Before introducing our metrics MAC3 and EFT,
we motivate our goals and approach with a case study. We
address the question, whether a short history of successful
transmissions is suﬃcient to predict with a high probability
that the next transmission on this link will be successful,
too. Figure 2(a) depicts the conditional probability of a
successful packet transmission based on the average longterm link quality (i.e., PRR) and a short-term history of
consecutively successfully transmitted packets. It shows that
for a link with long-term quality greater than 60%, even
a single or two successful transmission over that link raise
the probability of next successful transmission to 90%.
Similarly, it shows that any link regardless of its long-term
link quality, if the last three packets over that link were
successful, the probability of a future successful transmission
is greater than 90%. Figure 2(b) depicts the probability of
a successful packet transmission based on the average longterm link quality and a short-term history of consecutively
failed packet transmissions. It indicates that after one or two
consecutive losses, any link should be temporarily considered
unreliable.
Overall, these results indicate that a short-term history of
three packets over a link is suﬃcient to determine with a high
probability whether the next transmission will be successful
or not. In the following, we introduce two metrics MAC3
and EFT that determine the success probability of future
transmissions on a per link granularity, allowing us to reflect
spatial properties of link dynamics.
3.2.3. Online Estimation of Link Burstiness. Estimating the
burstiness of a link is mandatory to determine whether or
not an intermediate link is beneficial to the overall routing
performance. The key challenge is to clearly distinguish
between intermediate links with correlated packet losses
from those with independent losses. However, unlike oﬄine
measurement mechanisms like β, we are not interested in
how close a link is to an ideal bursty link with one long
burst of either successes or failures. Our goal to predict
link burstiness at runtime strongly influences the definition
of burtiness and the timescale of our prediction. In this
context, we define a link as bursty as long as we can
recurrently predict the fate of only the next transmission
over a link with high probability. This is why we introduce a new metric that monitors a link for a limited
transmission history and expresses if the occurrence of a
successful transmission burst over a particular link is a mere
coincidence or if it is a reoccurring trend. This information
is important to determine if a link is beneficial for routing
purposes.
Our online metric Moving Average CPDF (MAC3 ) is
based on a CPDF(n) (Conditional Packet Delivery Function)
[9] which calculates the probability of one successful transmission following n previously successful transmissions.
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(a) Influence of recent transmission success rate on the success probability
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the next transmission being successful

(b) Influence of recent transmission failure rate on the success probability
of next transmission. A label of k/n stands for k failures during the last n
transmissions, and n is a shorthand for n/n. CPDF(n) is the probability of
the next transmission being successful

Figure 2: Influence of success and failure of recent transmissions events on short-term link quality.

Based on the results in the initial case study in Section 3.2.2,
we compute an average CPDF(3) over the recent history h
of length m of a link and denote it AC3 (see Definition
1). |CPDF(3)| defines the number of valid CPDF(3) in
the history, that is, the instances of three consecutive
transmissions. We define MAC3 as the moving average of
AC3 that is computed by adding new values and removing
old ones from the history at runtime.
m

AC3 =

i=1 CPDFhi ,hi+1 ,hi+2 (3)

|CPDF(3)|

.

(1)

To evaluate MAC3 we compare it with the β factor [7]
because, (i) it is the only metric available that measures link
burstiness and (ii) to enable better understanding and the
eﬀectiveness of MAC3 as a runtime metric. However, this
comparison, by any means, does not attempt to undermine
the usefulness of β as β was never developed for runtime
measurements.
Figure 3(a) illustrates the estimation error of MAC3 and β
over history sizes ranging up to 1000 packets. The estimation
error is the diﬀerence between the estimated value of either
metric when applied to a certain history size (plotted on the
x-axis) and the value when applied to the whole transmission
trace (i.e., base value). The base value of β is calculated
according to the procedure prescribed in [7]: A CPDF(n) for
a certain n is only considered in β calculations if it has at
least 100 data points to achieve a 95% confidence interval of
[P − 0.1, P + 0.1]. Whereas for calculating β over a shorter
transmission history, we do not enforce the condition of 100
data points. This is because, (i) it is simply not possible to
get 100 data points in a shorter transmission trace and (ii)
we want to see if this smaller version of β provides accurate

estimates and can be used for runtime estimation of link
burstiness. The figure indicates that our online metric MAC3
rapidly converges to a minimal error of 7% with a history size
of less than 100 packets. In contrast, β shows a significantly
slower initial convergence phase and is not able to achieve
an error smaller than 83% even with a history size of 1000
packets. Moreover, β is not able to provide stable results for
small history sizes as shown in Figure 3(b). Given a concrete
history size, β generates severe fluctuations in its output
over time when applied to an entire transmission trace of a
particular link. The estimated values of MAC3 on the other
hand expose considerably smaller diﬀerences. In addition,
the results of β again strongly deviate from the base value
calculated over the whole trace (straight gray line) while
the estimates of MAC3 oscillate around its actual base value
(straight black line). Overall, these results show the eﬃciency
of MAC3 as online metric: it is stable for short history sizes.
Next we show that MAC3 , in contrast to β, captures the
short-term properties of a link. Figure 3(c) shows that many
links with MAC3 >80% have low β values. It means that on
such links, the probability of a successful transmission after
three consecutive deliveries is greater than 80%, but the use
of β as a link metric will not let a routing protocol select
this link. After evaluating the eﬀectiveness of MAC3 , we need
to analyze what proportion of the available intermediate
links are actually useful for routing. Figure 3(d) shows the
cumulative distribution function of MAC3 and β for all
intermediate links in the Mirage testbed. We can clearly
observe that the majority of these links have a very high
MAC3 . As a result, MAC3 unlocks the formerly wasted
potential of those links and enriches the routing process with
a multitude of new routing opportunities.
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Concluding, MAC3 is a lightweight metric for estimating
link burstiness during runtime. Our results in Section 5
demonstrate that, when used as metric to estimate link
burstiness, MAC3 accurately identifies bursty links in the
network.
3.2.4. Estimating Burst Lengths. In addition to identifying
whether or not a link is bursty, a second metric for estimating
the length of bursts is required. To illustrate why, assume
a bursty link with a steady rate of bursts covering four
successful transmissions each before becoming unreliable
again. Such a link exhibits a very high CPDF(3) value,

causing MAC3 to correctly identify it as bursty. However, if
selected for transmission, this links allow for only one more
successful transmission per burst, hence rendering it barely
suitable for routing.
To solve this problem, we introduce a new metric
named EFT(n) it estimates the number of r successful
future transmissions after n successful packet deliveries. This
metric thus predicts the length of bursts and allows the
link estimator to identify bursts of relevant size. Just like
MAC3 , EFT uses an averaging moving window to traverse a
transmission history. For each occurrence of three successful
consecutive transmissions in the history, EFT determines
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the number of subsequently following successful transmissions and incorporates it in the total average.
Similar to MAC3 , EFT has a very small settling time (cf.
Figure 4(a)): it converges to within 10% error at a history
size of approximately 100 packets. Figure 4(b) indicates a
strong correlation between EFT and MAC3 . For values of
MAC3 in the range of 0.1 to 0.7, EFT predicts burst lengths
not longer than five packets. However, when MAC3 exceeds
0.7, the estimated burst lengths increase significantly. As a
result, we derive a threshold of 0.7 of MAC3 for a link to be
considered for future transmissions.
3.3. The Bursty Link Estimator. We propose a packet
snooping-based link estimation [3, 10] for BLE. BLE is
not supposed to work independently: it is an additional
component of the routing infrastructure that enables a fine
grained estimation of intermediate links and allows for such
links to be included in the routing process. In this section, we
first discuss why PRR is not a suitable metric for intermediate
links and propose a combination of MAC3 and EFT to be
used as link quality metrics for BLE. We then provide further
details about the information maintained in BLE’s table.
Finally, we conclude this section by evaluating BLE.
3.3.1. Link Quality Metric. PRR (or ETX: the reciprocal of
PRR) is commonly used as a link metric in current link
estimators. The basic technique is to calculate weighted
moving averages of PRR over a very long time period. Similar
to β, PRR does not fulfill the desired properties of a metric
for our envisioned link estimator. For example, it is unable
to capture short-term dynamics exposed by bursty links of
intermediate quality. Figure 5(a) highlights this fact: many
links with a very high MAC3 have very low PRRs. This means
that over a long time scale, these links have bad reception
rates. However, when observing a history size as small as 3,
it is possible to predict the success of future transmissions
with high probability. Similarly, Figure 5(b) supports this

argument by comparing PRR and MAC3 over time. It shows
that though MAC3 indicates a stable and high probability
of successful delivery, PRR is unable to capture this reliable
transmission period of a link. Hence, the use of PRR will
prohibit the use of bursty links that oﬀer useful transmission
opportunities at shorter time scales.
In BLE, we use a hybrid metric that combines the
information provided by MAC3 and EFT. MAC3 and EFT
are calculated by applying a sliding window over the packet
delivery history of size h for each link in the table. Since
maintaining link history is an expensive memory operation
and impacts the scalability, it is important to choose the
threshold h appropriately as discussed in Section 3.4.1.
3.3.2. Table Management. BLE follows the basic table management algorithm outlined by Woo et al. [3] and used by
the majority of current link estimators [2, 10]. We deviate
from the established concept in terms of (1) link selection
as BLE only estimates intermediate links (i.e., PRR <90%),
specifically, the ones not present in the table of the associated
long-term link estimator and (2) diﬀerent ingredients for the
link insertion, eviction, and reinforcement policies. The estimator maintains a small table (e.g., of size 10) of candidate
links which holds the following information per link:
MAC3in : the reception MAC3 of the link (1 byte).
EFTin : the reception EFT of the link (1 byte).
MAC3out : the sending MAC3 of the link (1 byte).
EFTout : the sending EFT of the link (1 byte).
Link History: the packet delivery history of size h
(16 bytes, see Section 3.4.1). Bit arrays are used with
1 representing a successful packet delivery and 0
representing a failed transmission.
Available: a flag to determine if the link, with MAC3
and EFT above certain threshold, is currently available for transmission. Set to 1 if the last three transmissions were successful over the link, and 0 otherwise.
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will never include such a link in neighbor tables

Figure 5: Comparison of MAC3 with PRR.

Valid: a flag to determine if the link has a large enough
delivery history and whether all other table entries are
up-to-date.
The table management is concerned with three tasks:
adding links, deleting links, and maintaining links in the
table. A new link is added to the table upon reception of
a packet on a nonresident link and (i) a vacant entry in
the table exists, (ii) the product of MAC3 and EFT of a
resident link drops below a user-specified threshold, or (iii)
an entry expired due to a broken link or an insuﬃcient packet
reception rate. Additionally, link maintenance is performed
after i received packets. At this point, all entries in the
table are recalculated. The value i is a tradeoﬀ between the
computational overhead and actuality of BLE.
3.4. Evaluation. We have implemented a prototype of BLE
in TinyOS for a notoriously diﬃcult class of wireless mesh
networks sensornets. Our evaluation of BLE focuses on
two factors. (i) Link History Size: we empirically derive a
requisite history size h that shall be maintained by BLE to
compute its link metrics. (ii) Link Estimation: we validate
that BLE indeed includes bursty links of high quality in
the neighbor table. The latter constitutes the key factor in
assessing the performance of any link estimation mechanism,
as the quality of the link selection process has a significant
impact on the overall routing eﬃciency. For our evaluation,
we only use intermediate links from the network.
3.4.1. Link History Size. Although determining link history
is a user-desired accuracy threshold, we derive their values
here for completeness and for evaluation purposes. Our goal
is to find a requisite history size that balances estimation

error and memory consumption. A too small history does
not provide enough information to enable BLE to accurately
predict the link quality. Conversely, a too large history blocks
valuable system resources and potentially does not even
improve prediction accuracy. We assume that an estimation
error of 10% yields user-acceptable results. Figure 3(a) and
Figure 4(a) show our results derived from the Mirage testbed
data. We clearly observe that MAC3 and EFT converge below
a 10% error at a history size of approximately 100 packets.
Hence, for our evaluation, we use 16 bytes of memory to
store a single link history which corresponds to a (largeenough) history size of 128 packets.
3.4.2. Link Estimation. This evaluation aims to confirm
that BLE correctly identifies bursty links in the network to
provide these links with a high value of MAC3 for inclusion
in the routing process. Figure 6 illustrates the total number of
links with a certain estimated quality and the fraction of links
that were included in the neighbor table by BLE after 1000
transmissions over each link in the network. We observe that
the fraction of selected links increases in conjunction with
the estimated link quality. The fact that not all links with a
high value of MAC3 are included for routing stems from the
criteria of link addition (see Section 3.3.2) and the requirements of a fixed and small table size. There may be more links
than can be added in the table. Although Figure 6 presents an
instantaneous snapshot of the BLE tables in the network, we
observed a similar trend throughout our evaluation.

4. Bursty Routing Extensions
After discussing the design and evaluation of BLE, we now
detail our corresponding bursty routing extensions (BRE),
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Figure 6: Number of links with a given estimated quality (light
gray): subset of these links that are included in the neighbor table
after 1000 transmissions by each node in the network (dark gray).

a very cautious approach of forwarding packets over intermediate links. We first present the basic concept of our
routing approach and then present the complete algorithm
and its integration with existing routing protocols and link
estimators.
4.1. Basic Concept. Typically, routing protocols in WSNs aim
to establish a routing tree: some number of nodes in the
network would advertise themselves as base stations, that is,
as tree roots. All other nodes join the tree with ETX as the
routing metric. Figure 7 shows an example of such a routing
tree rooted at the base station D. A path from source S to
the destination D consists of a subsequence of immediate
parents of each node, for example S → 1 → 2 → 3 → D.
The minimum number of transmissions required by a packet
to travel from the source to the destination is four. Now
consider a situation in which an intermediate link S → 2 or
1 → D has become temporarily reliable. Routing over these
links could result in a path sequence S → 2 → 3 → D or
S → 1 → D, respectively. Hence, using these links for routing
could reduce the total number of transmissions to three in
the former and two in the latter case. However, a traditional
routing protocol does not make use of such an opportunity
because it uses a long-term link estimate. Hence, this design
is intentionally unable to realize short-term changes in the
link quality. Similarly, even if these short-term changes are
captured, traditional routing schemes adapt slowly to ensure
routing stability.
In contrast, with a link estimation mechanism in place
to estimate rapidly changing links in the short-term, our
proposed technique takes advantage of the availability of
such links. In this particular case for example, node 2
overhears the packets addressed to node 1 by source S. After
2 successfully overheard a certain number of consecutive
packets from S, it informs S about the short-term availability

Bursty link
Stable link

Figure 7: Bursty links provide routing shortcuts that can significantly reduce the hop count and the number of transmissions from
source to destination.

of this link. Thereafter, S inquires the burstiness of this link
and starts forwarding its packets to 2 to reduce the number
of overall transmissions for a packet to reach its ultimate
destination.
The packet overhearing technique employed in BLE
benefits from the fact that WSNs typically reveal bursty
traﬃc patterns. Common applications [16–20] operate as
monitoring environment to detect and often track events.
Typically, their occurrence results in long bursts of packets.
Hence, they represent a major fraction of the overall network
traﬃc although they occur rarely. In such situations, BLE,
after overhearing the first few packets over a bursty link,
identifies it as short-term available for transmission.
4.1.1. Algorithm. We define three roles for nodes in the
network: (a) sender node: the node which is actively sending
or forwarding packets (b) parent: the parent of any sender
node in traditional routing and (c) overhearing-node: node(s)
which can overhear the communication between the sender
node and its parent. A node in the network can assume any
or all of these three roles at a time. The BRE algorithm has
the following four phases.
Link Discovery. When an overhearing node declares a link
reliable for transmission, successfully overhearing three
consecutive packets sent by a sender node to its parent,
compared for. Section 3.2.2: it queries its routing table for
the path-ETX of the packet’s destination, that is, the parent
of the sender node. If the path-ETX of the parent node is
greater than that of the overhearing node, the overhearingnode declares the link between itself and the sender node
active. Consequently, the active bursty link can oﬀer a better
routing progress than the traditional path used by the sender
node. However, if the path-ETX of the parent node is not
known or less than the path-ETX of overhearing node, the
overhearing node temporarily ignores the sender node. In
our example in Figure 7, it would be node 2 overhearing the
communication between node S and its parent 1.

Routing Mode. The sender node, after receiving the announcement from the overhearing node, queries the BLE
about the burstiness of this link. Consequently, if the
burstiness of link exceeds certain threshold, the sender node
makes the overhearing node its temporary parent and starts
forwarding packets to it (cf. Figure 7, S forwards its packets
to 2). However, this information is not propagated by the
routing protocol to its descendant nodes, because these short
term changes would trigger further parent changes down
the tree. Eventually, it might destabilize the routing protocol
and result in loops. This is one of the primary reasons
why stability prevails over adaptability in today’s routing
protocols and link estimators. Hence, our routing strategy
supplements their design considerations.
The main disadvantage of this approach is that BRE
operates greedily. Although this approach is still eﬀective for
enhancing routing progress when compared to traditional
routing, it does not promise the use of the optimal path
currently available in the network. For example, a node
may change its parent based on the recommendation of
BRE. However, it is possible that along the traditional path,
the sender node remains unaware of the availability of an
even better bursty link currently reliable for transmission.
Nonetheless, we believe that our approach strikes an eﬃcient
tradeoﬀ between routing stability and performance adaptability.
Link Unavailability. The sender node declares a link unavailable for transmission after it fails to receive a number of
acknowledgments (see Section 3.2.2) for the data packets
sent over the bursty link. The sender node will then
regress to traditional routing until it receives another link
announcement.
4.2. Integration with Routing Protocols. Our goal is to
enhance routing performance without aﬀecting the stability
and reliability of traditional routing protocols. Therefore, we

Routing
Traditional
routing

Routing mode

Bursty
routing
extensions
Link reliability

Link Announcement. If the path-ETX of the parent node is
greater than that of the overhearing node, the overhearing
node informs the sender node about the active bursty link
(cf. Figure 7, and 2 informs S about the active bursty link
between them). It volunteers itself to become the temporary
parent of the sender node as long as this bursty links
remains active. The path-ETX information used by BLE at
the overhearing node can easily be obtained by using the
neighborhood information maintained by any traditional
routing protocol.
We assume that there is a high probability that the
original parent of the sender node is also a neighbor of the
overhearing node. This is because the overhearing node can
listen to the ongoing communication between the sender
node and its parent. An alternative approach to remove this
neighbor-table dependency is to include path-ETX of the
parent in each packet. However, this approach introduces 1
byte overhead in each data packet.
Additionally, the link announcement message, sent by the
overhearing-node to the sender node, establishes a simple
check to test for link asymmetry.
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Figure 8: Design of bursty routing extensions.

neither replace the existing link estimators nor alter the stable
routing topology maintained by traditional routing protocols. Rather, our approach adds an additional component
to the system architecture that assists routing protocols and
link estimators in identifying the previously ignored class of
bursty links which can enhance routing performance. BRE
seamlessly integrates with existing routing protocols and
links estimators. Relying on BLE’s to discover bursty links.
(i) BRE does not introduce new routing tables and (ii) it does
not require any modifications to the packet headers.
We define two routing modes, a bursty mod, and a
traditional mode. In bursty mode, packets are forwarded
over the active bursty links identified by BLE. Conversely,
in traditional mode, packets are forwarded along the path
chosen by the regular routing algorithm.
We need only two interfaces for the integration of
BLE and BRE into traditional routing protocols. The first
interface is between BLE and the BRE. Using this interface,
BLE informs the BRE about the availability of a potentially
beneficial bursty link. The second interface is between the
BRE and routing protocols. This interface is used to switch
between diﬀerent routing modes and to access the neighbor
table maintained by the routing protocols to inquire the
path-ETX of neighboring nodes. Figure 8 shows the major
design components of BRE and their integration with
traditional routing protocols.

5. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of BRE when
compared to the collection tree protocol (CTP) [4], a standard collection protocol for sensornets shipped with TinyOS.
After describing the implementation details and experimental setup, we evaluate the impact of BRE on the routing
cost and throughput. We give a detailed account of the
timing properties of the bursty links used by BRE to enhance
routing performance. We conclude our discussion by giving
a detailed account of the overhead introduced by BLE.
Our data analysis mainly focuses on routing issues such
as transmission costs, delivery reliability, and throughput.
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Experimental studies, such as [1, 7], give further insight into
the properties of intermediate and bursty links.
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5.2. Experimental Setup. The majority of our experiments
were executed on MoteLab, a widely used sensor testbed
at Harvard University. MoteLab is an indoor deployment
of 190 TMoteSky [22] sensor motes on three diﬀerent
floors. However, due to the diﬃculty of maintaining such
a large test-bed, only 142 motes were available to us at
maximum. All our experiments had the following common
characteristics unless stated otherwise: (1) motes transmit
at full transmission power that is, OdBm, (2) we use an
interpacket interval of 250 milliseconds (results are presented
for diﬀerent interpacket intervals as well), (3) we use the
default α = 9 for WMEWMA-based estimation [3] in 4BLE
and 802.15.4 channel 26. (4) Each experimental run lasted
for 30 minutes.
To ensure the validity of our MoteLab results, we reran our experiments on TWIST, a 100 node TMoteSkybased testbed at TU Berlin. TWIST is a high-density gridlike deployment with an intermote spacing of 3 meters.
Therefore, to create a reasonably large multihop network, we
reduced the transmission power to −15 dBm for our experiments on TWIST. The other characteristics are identical to
our experiments on MoteLab.
5.3. Performance. In this section, we thoroughly evaluate the
performance of BRE in terms of transmission cost, throughput, and reliability. Our major performance benchmark is
to reduce the number of transmissions in the network by
enhancing routing progress. Figure 9 shows a schema of
the MoteLab topology (this is an abstract representation of
the MoteLab topology. A detailed topology and connectivity
graphs can be found at http://motelab.eecs.harvard.edu/)
and highlights the motes that were used as senders and
receivers in all our experiments. We define four diﬀerent
experimental classes, namely horizontal, vertical, diagonal,
and nearby, to comprehend diﬀerent network sizes and
topological and physical scenarios (see Table 2). Our mote
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5.1. Implementation. We implemented BRE in nesC [21]
for TinyOS 2.x. The prototype implementation of BRE
is integrated with the collection tree protocol (CTP) [4].
CTP uses the four bit link estimator (4BLE) as its link
estimation component. Although CTP is explicitly designed
for relatively low data rates, we observed that it is capable
of handling high traﬃc rates as well (i.e., it can deliver a
packet every 25 to 30 milliseconds in a multihop network).
Moreover, CTP has a very robust retransmission mechanism
that ensures high delivery reliability. This property of CTP
allows us to thoroughly evaluate the impact of BRE on
the reliability of traditional routing protocols. However,
BLE and its routing strategy are not bound to any specific
routing protocol. It can easily be integrated with BVR [1]
or other routing strategies that support higher data rates
for bandwidth limited systems. Such strategies could, for
example, merge multiple data frames into a single link layer
packet.

60 m approx

Figure 9: An abstract representation of the MoteLab topology on
three diﬀerent floors. The figure does not show the walls between
rooms. The node IDs are only shown for the nodes that were used
either as senders or collection roots during our experiments.

selection as a source and destination is also based on the these
experimental classes.
Before presenting our performance evaluation results,
we demonstrate important topology characteristics that
describe our analysis and allow for a deep understanding
of the results that follow. These parameters are presented in
Table 1 and their descriptions are presented in Table 2.
The high percentage of Forwarders and Candidates in
Table 1 shows that a large number of nodes in the network
can be utilized in our bursty forwarding approach. Table 1
testifies to the fact that more than 60% (i.e., 11.2 potential
neighbors out of 15 neighbors in class horizontal) of a
node’s immediate neighbors had a better path-ETX than
the original parent. Correspondingly, out of these potential
neighbors, more than 70% (i.e., 8.6 candidate neighbors out
of 11.2 potential neighbors in class horizontal) could even
overhear three consecutive data packets. It means that these
neighbors were not selected as a parent only because of
a poor long-term quality estimate of their links with the
sender. Algorithms that assess links based on average PRR,
like most current approaches, do not use such a link, not even
while it is in its good state. The high average of the measured
packet loss rate based on broadcast beacons prevents the
recognition of good transmission periods in such links.
Another observation is that, with the decrease in the
number of intermediate links in the network, the number
of potential neighbors and candidate neighbors also decreases
(see Table 1 for class nearby). Although the node density of
experimental class nearby is higher than class horizontal, the
class nearby has a smaller number of candidate neighbors.
It means that CTP (based on the link estimates of 4BLE
estimator) indeed selected the best neighbor as a parent
from the neighbors with high-quality links. This information
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Table 1: MoteLab statistics for experimental parameters defined in Table 2. The statistics for intermediate links, node density, potential
neighbors, and candidate neighbors were collected by randomly selecting 10 motes from diﬀerent locations (i.e., corner, center) in the testbed. The statistics for forwarders and candidates were collected by running BRE on all the motes (sending a packet every 5 seconds) with a
collection root (i.e., mote 183), located at one corner of the network.
Experimental class
Intermediate links %
Horizontal
33.3
Vertical and Diagonal
36.5
Nearby
14.2

Forwarders %
94.8
93.4
86.2

Candidates %
90.2
88.4
79.3

Node density
15.0
23.2
16.3

Potential neighbors
11.2
14.8
9.6

Candidate neighbors
8.6
8.5
4.0

Table 2: Description of experimental classes and parameters presented in Table 1.
Name

Description

Horizontal

Source and destination at the opposite ends on the same floor. Only the motes on the same floor were used for
this class of experiments (e.g., node-pair 9 → 50).
Source and destination on diﬀerent floors and on the opposite ends. All the motes in MoteLab were used (e.g.,
137 → 50).
Source and destination on diﬀerent floors but on the same end. All the motes in MoteLab were used (e.g.,
183 → 50).
Source and destination are nearby to each other but surrounded by a high density of nodes. Only 30 to 50
neighboring motes were used (e.g., 153 → 183).

Diagonal
Vertical
Nearby
Intermediate links
Forwarders
Candidates
Node density
Potential neighbors
Candidate neighbors

The percentage of links in the network with average PRR less than 90%.
The percentage of the overhearing-nodes in the network that can overhear a data packet and have a lower
path-ETX than the path-ETX of the parent of the sender.
The percentage of the overhearing-nodes in the network that can overhear three consecutive data packets and
have a lower path-ETX than the path-ETX of the parent of the sender.
Number of neighbors that can overhear a node’s data packet.
Number of neighbors that can overhear a node’s data packet and have a lower path-ETX than the path-ETX of
its parent.
Number of neighbors that can overhear three consecutive data packets from a node and have a lower path-ETX
than the path-ETX of its parent.

supports the hypothesis in [3] that WMEWMA-based link
estimators performs well on good-quality links. However,
they perform poorly on the links of intermediate quality.
5.3.1. Transmission Cost. We compare the transmission cost
of BRE with CTP. Figure 10 shows our results for 16
randomly selected node pairs as senders and collection roots.
To observe the stability of results over time, we repeated our
experiments for BRE and CTP three to five times for each of
the 16 node pairs depending upon the diﬀerence in number
of transmissions. For example, if the average number of
transmissions in the case of CTP for a particular node pair
diﬀered by more than one transmission after three experiments, we executed the experiments five times. We calculate
the average number of transmissions by counting the total
data transmissions in the network and dividing it by the
total number of unique packets received at the root node.
By reprogramming all the motes involved in an experiment
for each experimental run, we enforce CTP to reestablish its
routing tree. As a result, we intensively validate our results for
a particular node pair. In most of the cases, BRE performs
better than CTP, averaging to approximately 19% overall
reduction in the transmission costs, that is, the total number
of transmissions from source to destination for single-node
pairs.

Although BRE decreases the total number of transmissions in the network by reducing the number of hops, it
increases the number of retransmissions when compared to
CTP. This is because it risks transmission over links with high
loss rates and retransmits all the lost packets via traditional
routing. The percentage of retransmissions is 8.05% for BRE
and 3.5% for CTP in the experimental results presented in
Figure 10.
To see if these results carried over to other networks, we
repeated our experiments on TWIST (the privacy rules of
TWIST did not allow us to show the exact locations and
IDs of the node pairs used in our experiments. We used
the motes placed on the opposite corners (e.g., south-east
and north-west corners) and diﬀerent floors as senders and
collection roots in the grid-like TWIST deployment) using a
lower transmission power of −15 dBm (see Figure 11). These
results are similar and sometimes even better than the results
for our experiments on MoteLab. The presented results for
an overall of 23 diﬀerent node pairs from two diﬀerent
testbeds demonstrate the feasibility of our approach.
There are only a few cases (e.g., node pair 140 → 137)
in which CTP is marginally better than BRE. This is due to
a simple design tradeoﬀ in our prototype implementation
of BRE: for analyzing the precise impact of transmission
over intermediate links, currently, we always select an
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Figure 10: Transmission cost reduction and reliability comparison of BRE and CTP. The graph above shows average number of transmissions
per packet using BRE and traditional CTP for our experiments on MoteLab. The graph below shows end-to-end packet loss for the same
experiments. The bar represents a node pair’s average of five experiments. The error bars represent the highest and the lowest average of the
five experiments. The interpacket interval is 250 ms. For these experiment, the average retransmissions is 8.05% for BRE and 3.5% for CTP.
The reduction in the number of transmissions in the case of BRE is mostly due to the reduction in the number of hops.
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Figure 11: Average number of transmissions per packet for single
experimental runs on TWIST. The error bars in this case represent
the standard deviation. The results are similar to the MoteLab
experiments.

intermediate link without assessing the risk of transmission over such a link. For example, always selecting an
intermediate link which has a higher loss rate and only
oﬀers a mere 0.1% reduction in transmissions is not always
feasible. Frequent failures of transmission over such a link
can increase the overall number of transmissions in the
network, as depicted in Figure 10 for node pairs 140 → 137
and 23 → 9.
5.3.2. Reliability. Figure 10 also presents the end-to-end
packet loss for our experiments. In most cases, packet loss
is negligible. From these results, it is fair to conclude that
BRE does not aﬀect the reliability of the underlying routing
protocol and at the same time reduces the number of

transmissions in the network. Using the adaptive routing
strategy, BRE makes an attempt to forward packets over longrange bursty links. However, when it fails to transmit a packet
over a bursty link, it backs oﬀ and allows CTP to retransmit
the packet over the traditional path.
The only measurable end-to-end packet loss observed in
our experiments is for the node pair 87 → 129 and 87 → 67.
We regard these two node pairs as a sanity check for BRE,
as they possess a very lossy path. The average number of
hops traversed by each packet for these node pairs is 3 and 4,
respectively. However, the average number of transmissions
per packet is approximately 8. Therefore, the average link
quality is less than 50% in both cases. The upper graph in
Figure 10 shows that BRE performs better than CTP even in
such lossy scenarios. Similarly, the average end-to-end packet
loss for BRE in the case of 87 → 129 is less than in traditional
routing. However, as discussed in Section 5.4.1, these two
node pairs incur a higher transmission overhead.
Although these node pairs are surrounded by a large
number of motes, as shown in Figure 9 as well as in oﬃcial
MoteLab connectivity maps on the web, we calculated the
node density and link qualities for mote 129 to find the exact
reasons of this high packet loss. The average PRR for node
129 was less than 40% for all the neighbors and node density
was 4.
5.3.3. Throughput. The two key factors that impact routing throughput in a multihop sensornet are the number of retransmissions and the number of hops. Routing
throughput can be increased by minimizing the number
of retransmissions for a packet to travel from source to
destination. Similarly, each hop traversed by a packet also
negatively impacts the throughput. The modest computational capability of a sensor node and protocol-specific
considerations result in additional delays, such as packet
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Figure 12: Evaluation results for measured throughput on MoteLab and TWIST. BRE increases routing throughput of traditional routing in
most of the cases. The last three bar pairs show the results for our experiments on TWIST.

processing requirements and CSMA-backoﬀ waiting time.
BRE adapts to both these key factors. Although it slightly
increases the number of retransmissions in the network, the
significant reduction in the number of hops contributes to
increasing routing throughput (see Figure 12).
CTP is not an ideal candidate for throughput measurements, as it is a reliable routing protocol originally developed
for relatively low traﬃc rates [4]. We still believe that it
can provide us with useful hints about the significance of
our approach in terms of routing throughput. Furthermore,
we use CTP because we wanted to evaluate the maximum
throughput without aﬀecting the delivery reliability, a key
property of sensor network routing. Our technique for
evaluating throughput is to send a packet by calling the
send interface of CTP immediately after CTP signals a
SendDone event for the previous packet. Figure 12 presents
our throughput evaluation results (these results are not comparable for corresponding node pairs in our performance
measurement results in Figure 10. The reason is that all our
experiments were carried out in a span of 3 months. The
MoteLab topology changed significantly during that period.
This is also the reason that we had to use diﬀerent node
pairs for throughput evaluations) for MoteLab and TWIST.
It shows that in most of the cases, due to the reduction in
the number of hops, BRE improves the routing throughput,
with a maximum improvement of 21%. We expect our
approach to be more beneficial if integrated with routing
protocols supporting high traﬃc rates. Moreover, the room
for throughput improvement in a bandwidth limited system,
like a sensornets, is very limited: Langendoen [23] reports
a maximum link throughput of 3 KB/s for CC2420 without
routing in TinyOS. Therefore, in addition to our primary
goal of reducing the number of transmission, the throughput
increase revealed in Figure 12 is a welcome improvement in
a multihop sensornet.
Concluding our performance evaluation results, BRE
reduces the number of data transmission in the network without aﬀecting delivery reliability. Additionally, by

reducing the number of hops for a packet to reach from
source to destination, it also enhances routing throughput.
5.3.4. Comparison with a Strawman. In this section, we
compare BRE with a simple strawman approach, where if
a node with lower path-ETX overhears a packet, it simply
forwards it immediately, without updating any tables. The
duplicate packets that arrive along the standard path are
later dropped by the overhearing nodes. Comparison with
a strawman allows to understand the limits and tradeoﬀs
between the transmission cost and throughput of BRE (see
Table 3). We performed our experiments by selecting a single
node (node 183) as a root at one corner of Motelab, while
other nodes (numbered in Figure 9) sending one at a time
a total of 500 packets each. The results clearly show that,
while strawman increases the routing throughput by 6%, it
worsens the number of transmissions by a factor of 1.6 when
compared to BRE.
5.3.5. Node Density and State Maintenance. In this section,
we analyze how node density and the state of neighboring
nodes maintained by BRE impact its performance. Node
density positively impacts the performance of BRE as it
has more neighboring nodes to choose from. Similarly,
higher density increases the probability of finding neighboring nodes with lower path-ETX. This trend is shown in
Figure 13(a). A similar trend can also be seen when comparing diﬀerent experimental classes presented in Table 1 and
the corresponding node pairs in Figure 10. The node pairs
that belong to high-density experimental class vertical and
diagonal, such as 137 → 37 and 67 → 137, achieve higher
reduction in transmissions.
Finally, we evaluate the impact of table size on the performance of BRE. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the presence
of the original destination of the packet in the routing
table of overhearing node (see Section 4.1.1) is necessary
for path-ETX comparisons: greater the size of table, higher
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Figure 13: Factors limiting the performance of BRE.

Protocol
BRE
CTP
Strawman

Transmissions per packet
4.34
5.25
6.88

Throughput bytes/sec
1677
1583
1793

the probability of finding the original destination of the
packet (i.e., parent of the sender node). Figure 13(b)
shows that BRE achieves a very small performance gain for
neighbor-table sizes of less than 10 entries on Motelab. However, BRE heavily relies on the existence of neighbors with
intermediate links in the table. However, higher table sizes
(e.g., 20 entries) benefit BRE by increasing the probability of
finding the original destination of the packet in the table. As
we discussed in Section 4.1.1, this neighbor table dependency
can be removed completely by including path-ETX of the
parent in each data packet. However, this approach and
other routing strategies over BLE are beyond the scope of
discussion in this paper, and therefore, we regard it as a future
work.

3
50 → 137
140 → 137

2

137 → 50
1

67 → 37

Bursty links on path

Table 3: Summary of the results for BRE and CTP when compared
to a strawman. Strawman increases the throughput and the number
of transmissions by a factor of 1.06 and 1.6, respectively, when
compared to BRE.

153 → 183
0
0

50

100

150

200

Packet sequence number

Figure 14: Timeliness of bursty links for 50 second empirical
traces for selected node pairs. The graph shows the variability in
the duration for which intermediate links are reliable. Most of
the successful packets took one or more bursty links on the path
from source to destination. Only the white segments in the graph
represent complete packet transmissions on traditional path.
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23 → 9

137 → 37

183 → 50

171 → 153

153 → 183

9 → 23

140 → 137

183 → 149

137 → 50

183 → 153

67 → 137

50 → 137

1
153 → 171

100

87 → 129

5.4.1. Timeliness. Another property of bursty links that we
investigate is timeliness: how often do they occur and for
how long are they active. Figure 14 presents empirical traces
from our performance evaluation experiments. It shows
that bursty links are regularly available over time and are
reliable for variable durations. Figure 15 shows the average
consecutive packet transmissions over bursty links in each
of our experiment. Some of these links are active for only a

102

87 → 67

5.4. Intermediate Link Characteristics. After evaluating the
performance of BRE, we now analyze the properties of bursty
links in more detail. First, we examine the level of correlation
between transmission reduction and the number of bursty
links used for transmission. Next we present empirical
traces from our experiments to investigate the nature and
timeliness of intermediate links used for packet forwarding.
Finally, we evaluate the impact of diﬀerent transmission
speeds on the performance of BRE.

Average burst length (in packets)

103

Figure 15: Availability of bursty Links in packet durations. This
figure depicts that even relatively long-term (i.e., 750 packet
durations) reliable links were also not utilized by CTP. It also shows
the limited transmission overhead incurred by BRE.
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high as one second, BRE still oﬀers a 5% improvement of the
transmission eﬃciency compared to traditional routing.
However, as discussed in Section 4.1, we target sensornet
applications with bursty traﬃc patterns. Such bursty traﬃc
patterns are typically observed in tracking, monitoring,
and surveillance applications. In these applications, the
interpacket interval is expected to be much lower than 1
second during peek traﬃc times, that is, the times when the
sensor nodes are triggered to track or monitor an activity and
report it to the base station.
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Figure 16: Cumulative distribution of packet bursts for all the
experimental results presented in Section 5.3.1.
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Figure 17: Impact of transmission speed on the performance of
BRE for node pair 9 → 50. With the increase in the interpacket
interval, the performance of BRE drops gradually. For the same
node pair, the reduction in the number of transmissions drops from
34% at 100 ms to 4.9% at 1 s.

5.5. Overhead. We divide the overhead introduced by BRE
into four diﬀerent categories, namely, overhearing, processing, storage, and transmission. The passive overhearing
technique that we employ in BLE comes at a cost because
a node has to listen to the packets that are not addressed
to it. However, due to the broadcast nature of wireless
transmission, these packets are always received if the node’s
transceiver is in the receive state. State-of-the-art radio chips,
such as the CC2420, can be configured to discard all the
received packets that are not addressed to a node. Therefore,
the overhead associated with overhearing amounts to packet
reception and the processing required to deliver a packet
from MAC to the link estimator.
Our current implementation of BRE requires 902 bytes
of additional code memory and 270 bytes of additional data
memory.
Finally, the only transmission overhead introduced by
BRE is the announcement message sent by the overhearing
node to the sender node informing about the temporary
availability of a bursty link. There is no retransmission of
this message because it also serves the purpose of testing the
symmetry of that link. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, even a
single successful transmission over a bursty link that reduces
one hop would cancel out the overhead introduced by
this additional message. However, Figure 16 shows that the
burst lengths are much longer for most of our experiments.
Considering the fact that BRE can reduce transmission costs
by up to 40% and increase routing throughput by up to 20%,
we believe that the processing, storage, and transmission
overhead, presented in this section, is reasonable.

few milliseconds (e.g., 153 → 183), while others for seconds
and even minutes (e.g., 140 → 37 in Figure 14). However,
due to the slow adaptivity of traditional routing, that is,
CTP, even these relatively long-term reliable links with higher
routing progress would not be utilized. Figure 16 shows
the cumulative distribution of the burst lengths for all the
experimental results presented in Section 5.3.1.

6. Conclusions

5.4.2. Interpacket Intervals. We investigated the impact of
diﬀerent interpacket intervals on the performance of BRE.
Figure 17 shows that the reduction in the number of
transmissions decreases with an increase of the interpacket
interval. This is because sending packets at higher rates over
bursty links maintains a strong correlation between their success or failure providence. While by sending packets further
apart, the packet loss during a certain measurement period
becomes independent [7]. Thus, the correlation between
n = 3 and CPDF(3) = 0.9 does not strongly hold for very
low transmission rates. It means that at lower transmission
speeds, it is less probable that BLE declares a bursty link
as active in time. Nonetheless, with interpacket intervals as

We present a simple greedy approach to utilize bursty links
of intermediate quality for packet forwarding. Our evaluation results show that, by transmitting over long range
intermediate links, the number of transmissions in the
network can be reduced.
After evaluating the eﬀectiveness of transmissions over
intermediate links, we identify the following aspects as
future work: (1) classifying overhearing nodes based on their
success history to avoid repeated selection of a node that did
not oﬀer significant improvement over the traditional path,
(2) implementing and comparing new routing strategies over
BLE, such as including path-ETX of parent in the packet
headers (cf. Section 4.1.1), (3) integrating BRE with lowpower listening techniques, (4) extending this work towards
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802.11 networks to show that our approach has a broader
relevance in the wireless domain.
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